
MBGU306 (Non-dimmable)

MBGU3060D (Dimmable)

LED Globes
BOSS GU10 3000K
The Boss GU10 LED globe is suitable for most general purpose lighting environments and replaces existing 50W halogen globes 
in down light frames. Replacing the globes is easy, as it only requires swapping out existing globes as you would with a standard 
halogen. The COB LED design makes the GU10 look identical to 50W halogen globes, seamlessly integrating throughout your 
household. The Boss GU10 is also a replacement globe for the Profile Plus series of bathroom heaters as well as the Linear 
bathroom heater range.

3 year replacement warranty
Advanced heat sink diffusion
Advanced optic lens technology
Non dimmable and dimmable available
Long life energy saving LED technology
Replace existing halogen dichroic lamps
Suitable for use on most popular electronic transformers
No expensive rewiring required
Save 80% more on your electrical bill compared to 50W 
Halogen globes
Replaceable globe for Martec 3-in-1 Bathroom Heaters: 
Linear and Profile Plus Series

Power: 9W
CCT: 3000K (Warm White)
Lumens: 630 lm
Beam Angle: 60°
Size (mm): 50 x 97
CRI: ≥85
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LED Globes
BOSS GU10 5000K
The Boss GU10 LED globe is suitable for most general purpose lighting environments and replaces existing 50W halogen globes 
in down light frames. Replacing the globes is easy, as it only requires swapping out existing globes as you would with a standard 
halogen. The COB LED design makes the GU10 look identical to 50W halogen globes, seamlessly integrating throughout your 
household. The Boss GU10 is also a replacement globe for the Profile Plus series of bathroom heaters as well as the Linear 
bathroom heater range.

3 year replacement warranty
Advanced heat sink diffusion
Advanced optic lens technology
Non dimmable and dimmable available
Long life energy saving LED technology
Replace existing halogen dichroic lamps
Suitable for use on most popular electronic transformers
No expensive rewiring required
Save 80% more on your electrical bill compared to 50W 
Halogen globes
Replaceable globe for Martec 3-in-1 Bathroom Heaters: 
Linear and Profile Plus Series

Power: 9W
CCT: 5000K (Cool White)
Lumens: 670 lm
Beam Angle: 60°
Size (mm): 50 x 97
CRI: ≥85
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MBGU506 (Non-dimmable)

MBGU5060D (Dimmable)


